Reverse cochlear propagation in the intact cochlea of the gerbil: evidence for slow traveling waves.
The inner ear can produce sounds, but how these otoacoustic emissions back-propagate through the cochlea is currently debated. Two opposing views exist: fast pressure waves in the cochlear fluids and slow traveling waves involving the basilar membrane. Resolving this issue requires measuring the travel times of emissions from their cochlear origin to the ear canal. This is problematic because the exact intracochlear location of emission generation is unknown and because the cochlea is vulnerable to invasive measurements. We employed a multi-tone stimulus optimized to measure reverse travel times. By exploiting the dispersive nature of the cochlea and by combining acoustic measurements in the ear canal with recordings of the cochlear-microphonic potential, we were able to determine the group delay between intracochlear emission-generation and their recording in the ear canal. These delays remained significant after compensating for middle-ear delay. The results contradict the hypothesis that the reverse propagation of emissions is exclusively by direct pressure waves.